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Pushing the limits of  brain science could bring Canadian marathoners Olympic
glory
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Reid Coolsaet is wide awake, sprawled the wrong way on his hotel bed so he can prop his legs up against the
headboard. Outside the window, a strong breeze scuds briskly across Toronto’s Lake Shore Boulevard, along
the very route he will be running in the morning. The gears of  his mind spin restlessly, cranking out the mental
arithmetic of  kilometre splits f or dif f erent paces and dif f erent scenarios. No Canadian marathoner has
competed at the Olympics since 2000, but tomorrow several men are aiming f or the London Olympic qualif ying
standard of  two hours, eleven minutes, and twenty-nine seconds. And Coolsaet himself  is aiming even higher,
at Jerome Drayton’s national record of  2:10:09, set in 1975—the oldest record in the books.

At thirty- two, Coolsaet has been a f amiliar presence at top Canadian races f or a decade, his curly red hair and
elbows-askew gait easy to pick out in any pack of  f ront-runners. But his pursuit of  the record will take him into
new territory: he cannot af f ord to waste precious seconds by starting too slowly, or squander precious energy
by setting out too f ast. So he has been training f or months with a pace of  precisely 3:05 per kilometre over
42.2 kilometres in mind, drumming the required rhythm into his head and legs until it  f eels automatic. The race
organizers have arranged a dedicated “rabbit,” a metronome-f or-hire f rom Kenya whose only job is to help
Coolsaet stick to this pace f or as long as possible and then to drop out somewhere in the second half  of  the
race. Far ahead, a phalanx of  Kenyan and Ethiopian superstars will chase a time several minutes f aster than
the Canadian record, which is irrelevant to Coolsaet. His only adversary is the clock.
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But something doesn’t f eel quite right. Finally, he pulls out his earbuds, rolls out of  bed, and pads downstairs
to the hotel bar, where his long-time coach, Dave Scott-Thomas, is having a beer with other members of  his
support crew. “I need to talk,” he tells Scott-Thomas. The two retreat to the lobby, the tousle-haired coach
towering over his diminutive charge, and f ind a pair of  couches where they can sit undisturbed. Coolsaet gets
right to the point: “I want to go out with the leaders tomorrow,” he says. “And I want you to tell me if  that’s
insane or not.”

Scott-Thomas is a methodical planner who has been grooming Coolsaet f or this moment since 1998, f irst at
the University of  Guelph in Ontario, and then as part of  the city’s Speed River Track and Field Club, each year
pushing back the outer perimeter of  the runner ’s abilit ies in caref ul increments. But Scott-Thomas also knows
that physiology alone does not determine race outcomes. “Sometimes we let our brains put too many riders on
our own bodies,” he explains later. In f act, a wave of  new research over the past f ew years has thrown into
question the very existence of  physical limits, as we currently understand them. Beneath Coolsaet’s apparent
uncertainty, Scott-Thomas senses a seam of  hard-earned conf idence, so he gives the green light: “Why not? ”
he says. “Go f or it!” With months of  strategizing abruptly discarded, Coolsaet heads upstairs, crawls back into
bed, and within minutes f alls f ast asleep.

Strapped into what looks like a dentist’s chair, a muscular volunteer in short shorts and running shoes f ights to
straighten his right leg, which is held motionless in the viselike grip of  a robotic clamp. Sweat beads on his
f orehead. On a nearby computer screen, the f orce generated by his quadriceps scrolls by in real t ime; f our
electromyograph sensors on a newly shaved patch of  his leg simultaneously measure the electrical activity
travelling f rom his brain to his muscles. “Come on, thirty seconds lef t!” yells Yumna Albertus-Kajee, the petite,
usually sof t-spoken postdoctoral researcher who runs the experiment. “Push it out! Push it out!“

Poke your head into any of  the rooms along this corridor at the University of  Cape Town’s Exercise Science
and Sports Medicine research unit, and you will f ind more young volunteers being pushed to their limits in an
endless variety of  grimace- inducing ways: pedalling f uriously, lif t ing, sprinting, or sweating in a heat chamber, all
the while connected to panels of  blinking, whirring electronics. Here, Albertus-Kajee’s boss, Tim Noakes, a
controversial exercise physiologist whom some peg as the greatest of  his generation, is building the case f or
a theory that would overturn almost a century of  textbook physiology and reassert what generations of
athletes have known in their bones: it is the brain that determines when we quit.

At sixty- two, Noakes has greying temples and a near-permanent grin. A competit ive rower as an undergraduate,
he only discovered running when a rowing practice was cancelled due to high winds. He decided to run around a
nearby lake, and af ter f orty minutes was overcome with a f eeling of  euphoria—the classic but elusive runner ’s
high. Thanks in part to this quirk of  brain chemistry, he quickly became hooked on the new sport, and ult imately
shif ted his prof essional interests f rom clinical medicine to running-related research. His penchant f or
“paradigm rattling,” as one colleague ref ers to it, emerged early: in the 1980s, he was the f irst to identif y the
potentially f atal risks of  drinking too much water during exercise, more than two decades bef ore this was
widely acknowledged. He also penned the enduring pop-sci classic Lore of Running, which earned him acclaim
beyond the halls of  academia.

In 1996, he received one of  the highest honours in the f ield of  exercise physiology: an invitation to deliver the
J. B. Wolf f e Memorial Lecture at the annual meeting of  the American College of  Sports Medicine. True to his
reputation, he decided to harangue his eminent audience about the stubborn adherence to the “ugly and
creaking edif ices” of  old theories that were unsupported by “empirical science.” As he prepared his talk, he had
a crucial epiphany: “I said, now hold on. What is really interesting about exercise is not that people die of , say,
heatstroke; or when people are climbing Everest, it ’s not that one or two die,” he recalls. “The f act is, the
majority don’t die—and that is much more interesting.”



Noakes proposed that the brain is wired to protect itself  by pre-emptively shutting down your muscles bef ore
any part of  your body reaches total f ailure. If  your muscles are being depleted of  oxygen and your heart is
working too hard; or if  you are becoming dangerously dehydrated; or if  your core temperature is rising
excessively; or if  you are climbing a mountain and the amount of  oxygen reaching your brain drops signif icantly
—in all of  these situations, a “central governor” in your brain acts to slow you down or stop you bef ore you do
irreversible damage. You stop not because you can’t physically go any f arther, but because your brain thinks
you shouldn’t.

Albertus-Kajee’s experiments illustrate how the brain applies the brakes bef ore your muscles f ail. The
volunteer in the dentist’s chair (actually a high-tech f orce measurement tool called a dynamometer) is
perf orming a two-minute maximal voluntary contraction test, pushing as hard as he can with his leg. The f orce
produced by his muscles has steadily diminished over that period, as expected, but so has the EMG
measurement of  electrical activity. In essence, his brain is betraying him by requesting f ewer and f ewer muscle
f ibres in his leg to contract. When the two minutes f inally end, he gets a scant f ive seconds of  rest, and then
Albertus-Kajee asks him to push again f or just f ive more seconds. Amazingly, the f orce and EMG
measurements spike back almost to their starting levels. Whatever caused the gradual decline in f orce, it could
not have been the muscle f ibres in his leg: they are still working f ine.

That does not mean muscle f ibres can keep contracting f orever. If  you take an isolated muscle f rom a f rog, put
it in a petri dish, and apply a jolt of  electricity to it (as physiologists did in the f irst half  of  the twentieth
century), the muscle will contract. And if  you deliver that jolt repeatedly, the response will decrease and
eventually stop: total muscle f ailure. Experiments like this, using isolated muscle tissue or brain-dead lab
animals, produced the conventional understanding of  muscle f atigue. The problem with this picture, points out
Carl Foster, a prof essor at the University of  Wisconsin–La Crosse and past president of  the American College
of  Sports Medicine, is that “we are not decerebrate cats.” Instead, Noakes argues, our brains pick up distress
signals f rom the muscle f ibres and stop demanding contractions long bef ore the f ibres f ail—an arrangement
that just might leave us with some wiggle room.

Nobody in the press truck says anything af ter the f irst kilometre. The race started with the usual exuberance,
thousands of  runners surging across the start line and down University Avenue like lava f rom a long-plugged
volcano. I am hanging out the window of  a vehicle driving f orty or f if ty metres ahead of  the f ield, watching
along with the other journalists covering the race as the f ront-runners begin to coalesce into distinct packs:
the East Af ricans in the lead, then the Canadian Olympic hopef uls, then the top women, the top regional
runners, and so on. As the kilometres tick past, I start to exchange puzzled glances and raised eyebrows with a
f ew other reporters. Bef ore long, the whole truck is buzzing with conf usion.

Fif teen minutes into the race, the eleven-man lead pack f orms a ragged arrowhead across the road, with top
contenders such as def ending champion Kenneth Mungara and Nixon Nipkoech Machichim, both of  Kenya,
tucked behind their pacemakers. And at the back of  the pack, an incongruous shock of  red hair is clearly visible.
Coolsaet, wearing a black New Balance singlet with red stripes down the sides, seems to be running
comf ortably. As they streak past a banner indicating the f ive-kilometre mark, he looks down at his watch, clicks
a button, and stares at the display f or a f ew strides, then carries on with the leaders. It ’s of f icial: he has
abandoned the caref ul plan he outlined at the pre-race press conf erence two days ago, and is running to win.



The other contenders are, on paper, much f aster than Coolsaet: all but one have already run f aster than the
Canadian record, in some cases by several minutes. (This is not a rare f eat: in 2011 alone, ninety-three Kenyan
and thirty Ethiopian men ran f aster than the Canadian marathon record.) But there is a more subtle reason that
his strategy is causing a stir among the seasoned observers on the press truck: the typical pattern that
emerges at big road races does not break down simply along the lines of  who is f astest. Even second- and
third-tier Kenyans will run with the lead pack f or as long as they can, looking f or glory—and a paycheque—or
bust. Many will slow dramatically or drop out later in the race, but a f ew will hang on f or an unexpectedly high
f inish. If  you are trying to break out of  crushing poverty, it is better to win one race and drop out of  another
ten than to f inish f if th or sixth many times in races where the money only goes to the top three.

For Coolsaet, on the other hand, success will be judged almost exclusively by the clock: he will pocket a
$36,000 bonus (and a small but tangible slice of  immortality) if  he breaks Jerome Drayton’s record, no matter
how many Kenyans cross the f inish line ahead of  him. Similarly, other top Canadians, like Coolsaet’s Speed
River training partner Eric Gillis and Kingston, Ontario, native Dylan Wykes, are set on making it to London by
hitt ing the Olympic standard. They have dreamt of  this since they started running; it is why they started running
in the f irst place. Behind them, most of  the other people in the race are f ocused on personal goals rather than
on trying to beat those around them. In crude terms, these are “First World goals”: it ’s about pacing, not racing.

According to conventional physiology, steady pacing is the most ef f icient way to ration your energy stores. Its
logic has been taken f or granted since Aesop and his tortoise. But it is inherently limiting: to run at an even
pace, you have to decide on your f inal f inishing time, and thus set a ceiling on your potential achievement,
bef ore the starting gun f ires. As a result, even pacing may produce better results on average, but it is less
likely to produce dramatic outliers: jaw-droppingly f ast (or slow) t imes. A 2006 study by Noakes and two
colleagues conf irmed this suspicion. Looking at the pacing patterns in a sample of  men’s world records set at
5,000 and 10,000 metres, they f ound that the f irst and last kilometres were signif icantly f aster than any other
in sixty- f ive of  the sixty-six records. To break a record, in other words, you must f ind a way to transcend
conventional physiology.

Just bef ore the ten-kilometre mark, f ilmmaker Paul Trebilcock, who is shooting a documentary about Coolsaet,
pulls up alongside the press truck on his bicycle. “How is it out there? ” one of  the reporters shouts out the
window. The runners are nearing the end of  a long, exposed seven-kilometre stretch straight into the gusts
that ratt led Coolsaet’s hotel windows last night. Trebilcock shakes his head. “It ’s windy,” he yells back. “You can
really f eel it.” Coolsaet is sheltering at the back of  the lead pack, now down to ten runners. Gillis, Wykes, and
the other pursuers are almost out of  sight now. Despite the wind, the leaders are on pace to run 2:07:40—two
and a half  minutes f aster than the Canadian record.

When physiologists discuss f eats of  great endurance, the metric they f ixate on is maximal oxygen uptake, or
“VO2max.” The roots of  this obsession stretch back to 1923, when Nobel Prize-winning physiologist A. V.Hill
perf ormed an experiment in which he measured the amount of  oxygen his muscles were consuming as he ran
at successively f aster paces. As expected, the f aster he ran, the more oxygen he used. But he eventually hit a
plateau: though he could keep accelerating f or a litt le while, his oxygen uptake would not budge any f arther.
The reason f or the plateau, he concluded, was that his body had reached some physical limitation in its ability
to deliver oxygen to his muscles. He could not pin down the precise location of  the supposed bottleneck—
lungs? heart? muscles?—but researchers and coaches nevertheless enthusiastically adopted VO2max as a
scientif ic measure of  human endurance.



But the correlations between VO2max and race perf ormance, a less raref ied but more widely recognized
measure of  endurance, are surprisingly weak, as Noakes f ound when he began investigating the relationship in
the early 1980s. The standard VO2max protocol involves running on a treadmill at a pace that increases every
minute or so, under the scientist’s control; the only decision a runner makes during such a test is when to stop.
In the real world, Noakes argued, the brain is involved at every step of  the way, determining how much ef f ort
the runner can af f ord to spend at any given point, which means that VO2max is totally irrelevant to what we
normally think of  as endurance. He eventually laid out his conclusions in the British Journal of Sports Medicine,
in an article cuttingly t it led “Testing f or Maximum Oxygen Consumption Has Produced a Brainless Model of
Human Exercise Perf ormance.”

Such barbs have not endeared him to his peers, though it is sometimes unclear whether his iconoclastic
theories or his manner of  delivering them sparks the most resistance. “Tim is probably his own worst enemy,”
says Carl Foster, who counts Noakes as a f riend. “He’s a very strong personality, and he gets these really
neat, innovative ideas, but instead of  saying, ‘Wow, I’ve f ound a better way to explain this,’ he says, ‘Everybody
else is wrong.’ But maybe that stirring the pot is necessary.” Even in the usually genteel pages of  academic
journals, the debate is scarcely civil. For example, in an exchange f ollowing his 2009 paper t it led “Is It Time to
Retire the ‘Central Governor ’? ” in Sports Medicine, retired University of  Toronto prof essor Roy Shephard
concluded, “In the parlance of  my North American colleagues, the time may now be ripe f or proponents of  the
hypothesis to ‘Put up or shut up.’ ”

Shephard’s crit ique—which points out the lack of  any smoking gun evidence f or the existence of  the central
governor—is hard to counter. Even if  we peer inside the brain during strenuous exercise and try to catch the
governor in action, what, exactly, are we looking f or? We do not have, as some crit ics have mockingly claimed,
a homunculus (or “lit t le man”) inside our heads deciding when we should stop or go.

The f irst tentative steps to answering that question come f rom Swiss researchers, who recently f ound
promising evidence of  changes in brain activity that precede physical exhaustion, in a region called the insular
cortex. Meanwhile, Noakes is collaborating with researchers in Brazil, who have built a Rube Goldberg-esque
contraption that allows subjects to pedal an externally mounted bicycle while lying supine in the cylindrical bore
of  an MRI magnet; the researchers are now trying to determine which parts of  the brain light up when we tire.
Noakes believes the trail will eventually lead us to the most primitive parts of  the brain—perhaps to circuits
based in the evolution of  f oraging behaviour, which required a complex balancing act between the benef its of
pushing f arther to f ind more f ood versus stopping to conserve existing energy reserves.

For now, such evidence remains out of  reach, so his most persuasive arguments are of  the “dog that didn’t
bark in the night” variety. He takes the predictions of  orthodox exercise physiology, compares them to what
happens in real lif e—and, grinning triumphantly, points out the contradictions.

A classic situation in which athletes believe they have hit a true physical limit is “bonking” during a marathon:
you stagger to a halt, ostensibly because your body runs out of  carbohydrates. When Noakes started running
in the 1970s, the standard advice was to drink only water during long races. Then, in the late stages of  a sixty-
f our-kilometre race one year, he tried a f ew spoonf uls of  corn syrup. “Five minutes later, I just started running. I
f inished that race f aster than I ever f inished,” he recalls. “It was like the brain released something.” The
discovery led to the f irst external f unding (“a thousand rand in a brown paper packet,” he says) f or his nascent
sports science lab, to study the ef f ects of  corn syrup on participants in South Af rica’s Stellenbosch marathon.



The f act that the corn syrup worked seems to support the idea that the body is limited by its f inite store of
carbohydrates. But it almost worked too well, and Noakes began to question whether carbohydrates could
even reach the muscles that quickly. Sure enough, recent experiments in Britain have shown that your brain
picks up the presence of  carbohydrates in your mouth via previously unknown sensors, anticipates that f uel is
headed to your muscles, and allows you to go a bit f aster—even if  you trick it by spitt ing out the carbs rather
than swallowing them to replenish your muscles.

In another Brit ish study, cyclists who were given acetaminophen bef ore a ten-mile t ime trial f inished 2 percent
f aster, presumably because the drug partly blocked the body’s distress signals to the brain. And cyclists in a
2011 heat chamber study only slowed down at 31 degrees Celsius when they knew how hot it was; when
thermometers were rigged to display a lower temperature, the heat didn’t af f ect their perf ormance. As the
evidence piles up, it becomes hard to deny that the old “brainless” view of  human limits, nearly a century’s
worth of  textbook material, is incomplete. Says American Society of  Exercise Physiologists co-f ounder Robert
Robergs of  Noakes’ inf luence, “Most of  the younger breed of  exercise physiologists, in which I would group
myself , recognize that, boy, some of  his challenges are correct.” In the end, that’s how paradigms f inally shif t:
the old guard is never convinced, but eventually retires.

Shortly af ter the half way mark, Coolsaet has f allen behind the leaders. He hit 21.1 kilometres in 1:03:58, still on
pace to break Jerome Drayton’s record by more than two minutes—but in such a long race, the f irst half
amounts to litt le more than a prologue. The hardest running will take place in the second half , and as Coolsaet
disappears f rom our sightlines on the press truck we shake our heads knowingly. We are disappointed but not
surprised: af ter his aggressive start, a f ade was inevitable. The only question now is whether his two-minute
cushion will be enough.

To most observers, it seems puzzling that our top marathoner in 2012 still struggles to dispatch the ghost of
his 1975 counterpart. Drayton was a stud—he set the record in winning the Fukuoka marathon in Japan, then
considered the unof f icial world championships, and won Boston two years later—but he also worked f ull t ime
as a civil servant in running’s pre-prof essional era. We know so much more now about nutrit ion, hydration,
recovery, and all of  the other sub-domains of  sports science. Yet Canadians have, if  anything, become slower.

To understand why, consider a set of  records f rom another sport with a long and illustrious history:
Thoroughbred racing. Despite all of  the progress in various areas of  physiology, winning times at major races
like the Kentucky Derby and the Epsom Derby have remained stagnant since about 1950, according to a 2006
analysis by University of  Nottingham researcher David Gardner. Over the same period, winning times at major
marathons such as the Olympics dropped by 15.6 percent, and 10,000-metre times by 13.5 percent.

A champion marathoner and a champion horse are both physiological marvels; the dif f erence is, the
marathoner understands that he is in a race. In a study published last year, researchers asked experienced
cyclists to ride all out f or 4,000 metres on stationary bikes in a virtual-reality lab. The subjects then returned to
the lab twice more to compete against a virtual avatar that represented their f irst perf ormance. Not
surprisingly, the “competit ion” spurred the cyclists to f inish a bit f aster, beating their previous bests by 1
percent on average, a signif icant improvement f or a trained athlete. But on one of  the return visits, the
researchers secretly sped up the virtual avatar by 2 percent. Faced with a task they believed (or thought) to be
physically f easible, the cyclists struggled valiantly and improved their perf ormance even more, by 1.7 percent. All
three races were “maximal,” but competit ion—just like the Tylenol or the rigged thermometers in other studies
—enabled the human racers to make incremental gains, pushing back the limits set by their central governors in
a way that no horse ever could.



The same f orces are undoubtedly at work in the marathon. In the 1920s, the Finns seemed preternaturally
gif ted at distance running; in the 1960s, New Zealanders were unbeatable; in the 1980s, the Brit ish were
ascendant. Now it is the Kenyans: in 2011, Kenyan men shattered course records at all f ive of  the historic
Marathon Majors—Boston, New York, London, Chicago, Berlin—by an average of  seventy-six seconds, and
took the world record (2:03:38, by Patrick Makau) f or good measure. As the year progressed, you could almost
hear the dominoes tumbling as runners in the training hotbed of  Iten, high in the hills of  the Rif t Valley, said,
“So-and-so ran how f ast in London? Well, I’ve trained with him… so I must be able to do the same in Berlin.”

Of  course, if  competit ion spurs improvement, its absence has the opposite ef f ect. Blame video games, or the
rise of  other sports like soccer, or the search f or newf angled training shortcuts instead of  old-f ashioned hard
work; f or whatever combination of  reasons, starting in the 1990s Canada, along with most of  the Western
world, produced f ewer elite runners. And with less competit ion, t imes got slower. The turning point came in
2008, when, af ter years of  f orcing demoralized athletes to chase increasingly elusive time standards, Athletics
Canada announced that it would dramatically loosen its standards so it could send a f ull team of  f ive
marathoners to the 2009 World Championships in Berlin. Competit ion among Canadians, rather than against
the clock, would determine the team.

The scramble f or spots sparked a chain reaction that continued to build af ter the World Championships. In
2010, Coolsaet, Gillis, and Wykes all ran 2:12 or better—the f irst t ime three Canadians broke 2:13 in the same
calendar year. Anticipation f or a showdown among the three men has been building f or months leading up to
the Toronto race. At the half way point, Gillis and Wykes are almost a minute behind the leaders, and on pace to
break Drayton’s record. Up ahead, Coolsaet is doggedly clawing his way back toward the leaders, head down,
teeth gritted. Af ter twenty-f ive kilometres, he is just ten seconds back; by thirty kilometres, he is once again
running with the f ront pack, now down to six runners. In a live interview on CBC‘s race broadcast, Dave Scott-
Thomas explains the temporary lapse: “He had to stop at about twenty-two K to take a dump.”

Icannot help but view the central governor theory through the lens of  the years I spent negotiating with my own
limits on tracks and courses around the world. I grew up reading about the pursuit of  the f our-minute mile—
how it stymied such runners as the Australian John Landy (who f amously ran 4:02 and change six t imes bef ore
declaring, “It ’s a brick wall. I shall not attempt it again”); and how the f loodgates opened af ter Roger Bannister
f inally broke the mark in 1954. Landy ran 3:58 just seven weeks later, and f if teen others f ollowed within three
years.

As a high school runner, I was eager to break a lesser version of  that barrier, f or 1,500 metres, about
seventeen seconds shorter than a mile. Like Landy, I ran 4:02 and then hit a wall, running similar t imes again and
again over the next f our years. My breakthrough didn’t come until my third year of  university, in a small,
meaningless race on one of  the slowest indoor tracks in the country, at the Université de Sherbrooke. The key:
the f rancophone timekeeper hospitably switched to English f or the mid-race splits he was calling out on each
lap. The delay of  several seconds in his translation led me to believe that I was running f ar f aster than usual,
with no apparent increase in ef f ort. This unintended deception spurred me on, and I f inished in 3:52, a nine-
second personal best. In my next attempt, I ran 3:49, and in the race af ter that 3:44, which qualif ied me f or the
Olympic trials.

If  I could have bottled the magic of  that sudden transf ormation, I would be—well, if  not rich, then at least much
f aster. Unf ortunately, knowing how the brain holds us back or spurs us on does not tell us how to harness it.
We can f ormulate some specif ic principles f rom Noakes’ research, such as f ocusing on competit ion rather than
on the clock, but really his work encourages a dif f erent overall mindset: whatever challenge you undertake, you
will not encounter a true physical limit. Sure, it ’s a semantic shif t, since the limits imposed by your brain may
prove just as intractable. But it can alter, almost imperceptibly, the horizon of  what you consider possible.



Just bef ore thirty- f ive kilometres, as the runners head up a short hill on Queen Street East, Coolsaet surges
into the lead. There are just f our runners lef t in contention: Coolsaet, Mungara, Machichim, and Ethiopia’s
Shami Dawit. As Coolsaet presses ahead, Machichim begins to drif t back, losing contact with the group; he
later drops out. Machichim had run 2:08:22 at this same race one year earlier; Coolsaet has broken him.

The leaders will now be running straight into the wind f or the remainder of  the race. Coolsaet’s quads are
burning, and his stride starts to look slow and jerky. He grimaces and shakes his head as Mungara and Dawit
pull away, but he cannot respond. Soon the gap balloons to ten seconds, then twenty, then f orty. Two
kilometres f rom the f inish, the press truck pulls of f  course and accelerates to the f inish line, where we wait
impatiently f or the outcome. It is now virtually certain that the record will elude Coolsaet, but the journalists are
still buzzing: the f eat of  running stride f or stride with Mungara and Dawit f or thirty-eight kilometres on a
miserable, windy day has unmistakably altered his posit ion in the running f irmament. Mungara is already a 2:07
runner; Dawit will go on to run 2:05 just three months later, this past January.

Coolsaet, meanwhile, will spend January in Iten, training at the epicentre of  Kenyan dominance. One Thursday
morning, he joins over 200 Kenyan runners, ranging f rom complete unknowns to established stars, f or a f artlek
workout along the dusty mountain roads outside town. The task is simple: alternate two minutes hard with one
minute easy and repeat twenty t imes. Just as in races, everyone goes out hard and hangs on as long as they
can. No one wants to be behind the lone mzungu, but Coolsaet still manages to work his way up and f inish
near the f ront. As he jogs back toward town, caked in red dust and sweat, a handf ul of  the other runners burst
into applause. He is ready to run 2:05, they tell him.

Not this t ime, though. Hundreds of  f ans are lined up behind the barricades along Bay Street, yelling and ringing
cowbells as Mungara out- leans Dawit in a f urious sprint to win in 2:09:51. A minute and f our seconds later, the
noise intensif ies as Coolsaet crosses the line with a resigned smile. He accepts congratulations f rom the race
director, and f rom Peter Butler, the man he has just displaced as the second-f astest marathoner in Canadian
history. And then he turns back toward the f inishing straight and starts yelling.

When I visited Tim Noakes in Cape Town, I asked him f or the most important piece of  evidence in f avour of  his
theory. He had just completed a study that demolishes the vaunted concept of  VO2max as a “physical limit,” by
demonstrating that minor changes to the test protocol produce higher- than-maximum values. But his answer
turned out to be simpler than that: the “end spurt,” as he calls the f urious sprint unleashed in the f inal metres
of  a long race. Noakes’ pacing study showed that world record setters not only start f ast; they also f inish f ast.
This U-shaped pacing strategy appears to be hardwired in us, and has been observed in kids by the age of
eleven or twelve. “It shows that our understanding of  f atigue is totally wrong,” Noakes said. If  f atigue stemmed
f rom the progressive f ailure of  our muscles, the f inish would inevitably be the slowest part of  the race. But it ’s
not.

In the distance behind Coolsaet, Eric Gillis has been waging his own battle against the wind. Fair haired and
hollow cheeked, he has dropped Wykes and the other runners f rom the second pack, leaving him with no one
to shelter behind. With a kilometre to go, he checks his watch and realizes that his quest f or the Olympic
standard balances on a razor ’s edge—that it will be a question of  seconds either way. From that point f orward,
he f ocuses on leaving absolutely nothing in reserve. He cannot f eel his legs, so he concentrates on pumping
his arms with a looping, exaggerated motion, struggling to stay upright. Finally, he turns the corner onto Bay
Street and steals another glance at his watch: exactly twenty seconds lef t. He needs to accelerate. Time
crawls; I can hardly bear to watch as the announcer leads the crowd in a f inal countdown. At last, with a lunge
across the line, it ’s over. Gillis will join Coolsaet in London, having qualif ied with just 0.7 seconds to spare.

Reid Coolsaet and Eric Gillis qualified for the Olympics at the Scotiabank Toronto Waterfront Marathon on October 16, 2011. Six
months later, Dylan Wykes ran 2:10:47 in Rotterdam, qualifying as well.
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Alex Hutchinson is a f itness and travel writer, and a f requent Walrus contributor. He writes the Globe and Mail’s
Jockology column.

Holly Wales contributes to a weekly column, Lives, in The New York Times Magazine.

http://thewalrus.ca/tv-the-race-against-time/
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